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Shuttle Management is a Problem
Important Part of Service Experience
30 rides a day / avg.
High source of Negative Feedback
Customers aren’t happy with the solution
Manual & Inefficient Systems
High cost to dealership
Long wait-times for customers
Poor Reporting & Visibility
Customers do not know when shuttle is arriving
Dealership doesn’t understand usage

Opportunity

16,708 dealerships in the US *
315,484,938 repair orders written in the US
last year * (30% require a shuttle ride) **

* Source: NADA data 2016 ANNUAL FINANCIAL PROFILE OF AMERICA’S FRANCHISED NEW-CAR DEALERSHIPS
** Source: Data obtained from our customer’s DMS systems

Quickride Mission Statement

“

Provide a complete mobile ride tracking solution for car dealership
shuttle services that increases efficiency, reduces costs, and
improves customer satisfaction.

Solution: Quickride Shuttle
Management Platform
Command Center
Web application for service managers
Quickride Driver
iOS and Android application for shuttle drivers
Passenger App
Mobile web application for passengers

Command Center
Integrated Management
Manage all of your shuttles from one easy to use application
Realtime View of Shuttles
At-a-glance real time view of where your shuttles are, where
they are going, who is waiting, and who is on their way
Simple Ride Scheduling
Easily create new rides and manage existing rides
Fully Integrated with Passengers
Send an invite link to passengers so they can summon a
shuttle when they are ready to return

Driver App
State of the Art Mobile App
Easy to use and understand
iOS and Android
Realtime Updates & Tracking
Receives real time updates from the command center
and passenger app
Clear Directions
Driver Notifications
Ride route optimizations
Turn by Turn navigation
Communication with Passengers
SMS, Email, and Voice enabled

Passenger App
Familiar Ride-sharing Interface
Customers can easily summon shuttles when they are
ready to be picked up
Available for any phone with a modern web browser
iOS, Android, Windows Phone
Realtime Updates
Customer sees real time updates of where their shuttle is
Eliminates the need for a phone call

Existing customers
Over 100,000 rides completed since launch *
Rave reviews, every one of our customers loves the product

“We have been using the Quickride app for
about 2 weeks now and we have seen an
increase in shuttle efficiency. It really helps to
know where the shuttles are and reroute them
as needed. The tracking feature helps log the
shuttle riders and improve scheduling for high
traffic times. Welcome to the future of shuttle
service”
- Michael Sheets, Service Director

* Source: Quickride data warehouse

“Quickride has been a game changer for our
shuttle service, giving us the ability to know
exactly where the shuttles are and how many
guests are still waiting to be picked up at all
times. We have been able significantly
reduced guests wait times and complaints.”
- Shane Burson, Service Director

Quickride Platform Value
Lower Costs
Quickride pays for itself in time and resources saved for any dealer that
does 3 or more rides per day *
More cost effective than rentals, pays for itself for any dealer that does 4
or more 1 day rentals per month (average dealer does ~20 a month) **
More Productive Service Writers
Eliminates shuttle ride management overhead
Increased Customer Satisfaction
Faster, cooler shuttle service with real-time ridesharing information
and status
* Source: Based on an average hourly rate of $35 for a service writer and an average of 5 minutes spent managing each shuttle ride
** Source: Based on a $40 per day cost per rental where a shuttle can be used in lieu of a rental
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